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School Nutrition reaches SNA members who are 
top-level decision-makers in districts that collectively 
serve 29.7 million children—nearly two-thirds of our 

nation’s 56.6 million public school students.
[

Gaining the competitive advantage 
means setting yourself apart. The 
award-winning School Nutrition (SN)  
magazine, the flagship publication of 
the School Nutrition Association, has 
built a reputation for excellence that is 
without equal. Month after month, K-12 
foodservice operators turn to School 
Nutrition for the answers to their 
questions, for innovative ideas and for 
previews of the challenges and oppor-
tunities that lie ahead. And each month, 
School Nutrition delivers the timely 
(and feasible) solutions and strategies 
they need to succeed, which is why it 
holds the lead as the overwhelming 
first-choice foodservice publication  
of 50,000+ school nutrition decision- 
makers in districts large and small, 
urban and rural. 

You can be part of the valuable 
solutions and strategies sought by these 
readers during today’s challenging 
times by advertising your products and 
services in School Nutrition: the only 
national magazine that exclusively 
serves this large, niche market segment.
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BUSINESS NOT AS USUAL: 

Still, Vendor Partners Step Up

BY CHRISTINA UTICONE

Facing
with 

Courage • Commitment • Compassion

The K-12 school nutrition story during these last chaotic weeks has been all about supporting the 

cafeteria teams caught up in a whirlwind of emergency feeding, ensuring that at-risk students 

get crucial meals while schools are closed. But operators aren’t the only players in this segment 

who are experiencing upheaval during the COVID-19 crisis. Our industry partners are trying 

to mitigate losses of sales and jobs, while keeping the food flowing to school customers. They, 

too, are challenged to navigate the complications of shifting governmental actions, adherence 

to social distancing and other safety protocols and a business landscape that changes not just 

daily, but hour to hour. They, too, are struggling to lead their teams through a time of great pro-

fessional and personal stress.  

Still, one thing is clear: While our industry partners might be very worried about their bottom 

lines, they are unwavering in their commitment to do all they can to keep feeding America’s kids. 
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focus on » Social Media

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE:
Master Your Social Media

Diving into social media to market your school cafeteria, but feeling overwhelmed? Trying to learn more about dif-
ferent social media channels to understand how best to communicate with students and parents? We break down 
some of the basics to help you get started! 
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1.  This social networking site is geared toward  
business and professional connections.

2.  The character limit on this social media site used  
to be 140, but was doubled to 280 in 2017.

3.  This site was the subject of a movie called  
“The Social Network.” 

4.  Users of this platform watch a billion hours of  
video every day!

5.  Use this app to share photos and short videos  
that disappear after a certain time limit. 

6.  This simple design tool helps users create  
shareable images and graphics for a variety  
of social media platforms.

7.  Part photo-sharing, part digital mood board, this  
tool organizes pictures by theme (e.g. Breakfast  
Recipes, Gardening Tips).

8.  One of the hottest new apps on the market,  
this music video social networking app was the  
most downloaded in the first quarter of 2018.

9.  This app allows you to create a vast array of  
avatars to use online.

10.  Every day, account users post a “story” to this  
photo- and video-sharing app.

11.  This symbol is used to help identify and track  
social media posts and messages about a  
specific topic.

Answers: 

1. LinkedIn, 2. Twitter, 3. Facebook, 4. YouTube, 5. SnapChat, 6. Canva, 7. Pinterest, 

 8. TikTok, 9. Bitmoji, 10. Instagram, 11. Hashtag

Sound Like  
A Pro 

Terms You Should Know
• AMA—An acronym for 
“Ask Me Anything,” used to 
prompt questions from an 
audience.

• Avatar—An image, often a 
cartoon illustration, used to 
represent a person online.

• Bio—A short description of 
the user.

• Clickbait—Eye-catching 
headlines designed to attract 
clicks, but featuring content 
of little value.

• Crowdsourcing—Seeking 
online assistance from a 
group. 

• DM—Short for “direct  
message,” your “DMs” are  
private conversations on 
social media.

• GIF—Small-scale anima-
tions and film clips, which 
can be used for emphasis 
with written posts or as 
stand-alone expressions.

• Hashtag—Adding a hash 
sign (#) before a word or 
phrase creates a searchable 
topic, e.g. #SchoolLunch 
or #SchoolBreakfast.Hashtags 
Continued on next page 

Facebook

YouTube

Pinterest

TikTok

Bitmoji

LinkedIn

Instagram

Hashtag

SnapChat

Twitter

Canva

Match the description with the correct social media platform and icon.

S
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BY PATRICIA L. FITZGERALD

IT’S A TIME-HONORED RITUAL observed by generations of American children: 

Assembling all the “must-have” tools for the new school year. Depending on the family budget, 

this might range from getting a simple pencil box to being outfitted with a fancy binder, new 

clothes and a backpack with the “perfect” array of zippered pockets. It’s an activity mirrored 

by the adults in the school community: Teachers organizing classrooms, facilities staff making  

repairs and, of course, school nutrition teams prepping for new menu offerings. 

While the mechanics of heading back to school may be very different for everyone this year, 

the spirit behind the traditions serves as a good metaphor for assembling the essential tools you 

will need to succeed. School Nutrition has a few suggestions.

Three essential tools 

you will need to make  

the best of SY2020-21.

Students who achieve tend to have an interest and enthusiasm for learning. You 

need to adopt a similar mindset. It doesn’t matter whether you are a school cook or a 

district director. Information is power—it gives you power over the anxiety and stress 

of uncertainty, as well as the frustrations that can result from trying to operate in a 

vacuum or in response to false assumptions. 

Identify two or three subjects that you know or expect will help you manage your 

job better and/or give you greater satisfaction. Then, make a commitment to spending 

30 minutes to one hour every day in pursuit of learning more in at least one of those 

areas. 

For example, want to go beyond the expected in your grab ‘n’ go meal service? Find 

out what other districts are doing by checking their social media channels or survey-

ing others in a Facebook group or LinkedIn forum. Review resources from USDA, your 

state agency and top commodity processors for new offerings or fresh applications or 

concepts for bulk items. Discuss your research with coworkers and plan taste tests.

Don’t be afraid to ask questions. You may be missing out on a wealth of resources and solutions simply because you didn’t ask 

and no one thought to bring them to your attention. Get and stay engaged. Take initiative. This is not the year for complacency 

or for waiting for direction. You can show curiosity without challenging decisions or seeming contrary.

Other specific areas that may be particularly helpful to explore this year—through free webinars, podcasts, magazine arti-

cles, blogs and so on—include leading your team through difficult times, getting team buy-in for new initiatives, understanding 

the perspectives of different minority groups, identifying elements of effective collaborations with potential partners, revising 

a budget, mastering Excel spreadsheets, using online technologies to communicate with and train your staff (and improving 

your skills as a tech user) and discovering new brainstorming techniques. 

Final advice: When deciding on your “areas of study” for the semester ahead, be sure to include at least one personal growth 

or interest topic. Join a book club. Discover how to be a backyard naturalist. Learn a new language, musical instrument, craft 

technique or regional cuisine. Unlock the satisfaction that comes through personal development.

Assemble Your

SUPP
LIES

1
A Thirst 

for 

KNOWLEDGE 

The safety of school meals is an 
important message to convey to 
parents as communities adjust 
to new models of learning for 
SY2020-21. Many districts have 
adopted a gradual transition 
from virtual to in-person 
learning, with new fears for 
students arising at each new 
stage. SNA has created Safe, 
Nutritious School Meals—Something You Can Count 

on for SY2020-21, a share-able fl yer designed to help 
reassure parents and other 
stakeholders that school meals continue to be a safe, 

nutritious choice to fuel student success. The fl yer 
can be downloaded, printed 
and distributed with details 
about meal service. Visit www.tinyurl.com/SafeMeals

Flyer-SNmag to access.
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@ SNA
What’s Cooking

MARKETING

FLYER PROMOTES SAFETY MESSAGE

PLANNER

SN
A OCT. 12-16, 2020National School Lunch WeekOCT. 26-28, 2020Directors’ Best Practices Conference

Virtual Event
NOV. 17-19, 2020Industry Boot CampVirtual Event

MAR. 8–12, 2021National School Breakfast Week
MAY 7, 2021School Lunch Hero DayJULY 11-13, 2021Annual National Conference

Chicago, Ill.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENTSOLUTION-SHARINGS olution-sharing is the name of the game at the upcoming Directors’ Best Prac-

tices Conference, scheduled for October 26-28. SNA’s exciting new event will 

bring school nutrition directors from all across the country together in a virtual 

space to discuss what’s working and brainstorming solutions to what’s not in the 

complex meal service environment of SY2020-21. 

Co-advisors Christine Clarahan, MS, RDN, SNS, and Timikel Sharpe, MS, are 

working closely with SNA’s Professional Development staff to craft an agenda packed 

with innovative ideas, hot trends, intriguing thought-starters and an unparalleled 

opportunity to network with peers. Space is limited, so be sure to register now! Visit 

www.schoolnutrition.org/trainingzone to check out the speaker lineup and reserve your 

“seat.” 

SCHOOL NUTRITION FOUNDATIONOpen Your HeartsHelp support the School Nutrition 
Foundation (SNF) during this year’s 
#GivingTuesday fundraising event 
on December 1, 2020. Created 
in 2012 as movement to promote 
charitable generosity amidst the 
commercialism of the season, #Giv-
ingTuesday is always scheduled on 
the Tuesday after Thanksgiving. 
When you make SNF the recipient 
of your donations, school nutri-
tion professionals benefi t through 
opportunities for education and 
professional development scholar-
ships. Visit www.schoolnutrition-
foundation.org to learn more about 
the work of SNA’s sister organiza-
tion and look for inspiring stories 
from your colleagues in the weeks 
leading up to the annual event.

The safety of school meals is an 
important message to convey to 

Decades of Dedication:
School Nutrition Yesterday, Today 
and Tomorrow

In recognition of the Association’s landmark 75th year, School Nutrition has asked three 

leaders—a former trailblazer, a current champion and a rising star—to offer a brief  

reflection on the Association’s historic legacy and its future promise.

policy development specifically  
related to nutrition education and 
promotion plus food and beverage  
marketing to children; and expand-
ed after-school meals programs to  
all states. 

What are some of the greatest 
challenges facing SNA and the 

profession today?
As with all professional organiza-
tions, we are stronger together. At a 
time when so much is changing, it’s 
more important than ever to remain 
clear on the historical value, impact 
and strength we have as a national 
organization. Building on 75 years 
of successes and strategic support to 
its members will guide us through 
current and future challenges. 

As the pandemic continues, 
we must do everything we can to 
provide access to healthful school 
meals. Beyond reducing food  
insecurity, school meal participation 
is associated with a heathier over-
all eating pattern and higher fruit 
and whole-grain intake than lunch 
brought from home. Given that 
COVID-19 has disproportionately 
impacted individuals with underly-
ing health conditions, it is essential 
to provide children with healthful 
foods and beverages that reduce their 
risk of obesity.

What gives you the most optimism 
about the future of school nutri-

tion programs? 
Child nutrition professionals exhibit 
a resilient and heroic work ethic like 
few others; this inspires everyone in 
the school environment, including 
children. I am energized by the out-
standing innovation being demon-
strated by school nutrition teams 
that rise up and do what is right 
for children. They put food on the 
cafeteria table, in the classrooms, on 
the buses, in homes and more. Their 
innovations are truly impacting the 
well-being of their communities. 

SNA and the Academy have a 
wonderful history of working  
together. When our voices are 

combined, we are well-positioned 
to ensure that children have access 
to healthful foods and are ready to 
learn. I look forward to our contin-
ued partnership.

Christine Clarahan, RD, SNS
Director of Food & Nutrition  

Services
School City of Hammond, Indiana

What inspires you about the history 
of school nutrition, and who has 

served as a mentor to you?
Anything that can survive—let alone 
thrive, as SNA has done—for 75 years 
is inspiring! But my main personal 
and professional inspiration is my 
mom, Sue Clarahan, a registered 
dietitian and the reason I chose the 
nutrition field. She is passionate 
about making sure all bodies are 
nourished and that no bodies are 
vilified. 

On a national level, I am con-
stantly amazed by Jessica Shelly 
from Cincinnati Public Schools, 
picking my jaw off the floor after 
every interaction with her. Her ideas 
are innovative and exciting, and her 
willingness to share about school 
nutrition makes me a better director 
and has led to real positive changes 
in my district.

And I am beyond lucky to have 
a strong supportive network in the 
other northwest Indiana directors. 
They listen and empathize, and that 
helps lighten the load.

What are the greatest challenges 
ahead for the profession? 

We need to change the stereotypes 
that people—often adults—have 

about today’s school lunch and what 
it means to be a school nutrition 
professional. We are men and  
women preparing balanced,  
delicious and nutritious meals  
using technology, along with  
passion and love, to make the world 
a better place.

We also must continue to  
understand the importance of  
lobbying and staying in constant 
communication with all levels of 
government, from the local school 
board to the White House. We  
should view our involvement with 
legislation with as much importance 
as we view food safety. 

What excites you about school  
nutrition today? 

I love that no day is the same. I love, 
love, love technology—it’s chang-
ing the world around us, and that 
includes school nutrition. Students 
being able to check out what’s 
for lunch on their phones, school 
nurses being able to give more exact 
doses of insulin based on what a 
student had at lunch—it’s all  
overwhelming and thrilling, and I 
love being a part it.

My advice to peers: Do not let 
fear of looking foolish ever stop you. 
Be brave. Be vulnerable. Remember 
that it’s OK to ask for help. SN
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Shirley Watkins Bowden
SNA President 1988-89

Looking back on the history of this  
profession and of SNA what do you 

see as their defining moments? 
I think it goes all the way back to 
the very beginning, to the Nation-
al School Lunch Act and President 
Harry Truman signing it into law. 
Schools were feeding students before 
1946, but we needed the structure 
of the law and the program that fol-
lowed to get us where we are today. 

I agree with Dora Rivas, who  
commented last month, about the 
importance of our name change to 
the School Nutrition Association in 
2004. The “American School Food 
Service Association” had a legacy, 
but we needed to convey more than 
the “foodservice” aspect of our work. 
Focusing on nutrition was very 
significant. 

You’ve played many roles in shaping 
school nutrition, as a district  

director, an Association president  
and USDA undersecretary. Which 
achievements give you the most pride?

When I was a director in Memphis, 
I began focusing on the importance 
of providing training to employees. 
Some will remember Helen Smith, 
a cafeteria manager whose love for 
children inspired me, and who went 
on to serve as Employee/Manager 
Representative on the Association’s 
Executive Board. The Helen Smiths 
of our profession have always been 
its heart, but they needed the skills 
and the know-how to match their 
commitment. That included an  
understanding of nutrition, food 
safety and culinary skills, plus  
business skills. I believed that if  
we could get employees trained in all 
aspects, then we wouldn’t get  
criticisms from parents and the  
general public. 

What makes you most optimistic 
about the future of school  

nutrition? 
One of the good things about the 
pandemic is that people are finally 
recognizing that all children need 
school meals, and I think we’ll  
continue to see that appreciation for 
the meals and for the staff when kids 
are back in school again. You never 
miss your water until your well is 
dry—people didn’t miss the school 
cafeteria until they didn’t have it 
anymore. When our nation recovers 
from this crisis, I believe there will 
be a new mindset about what’s really 
important. Then our challenges 
ahead will include protecting the 
integrity of the Health, Hunger-Free 
Kids Act (HHFKA).

Kevin Sauer, PhD, RDN, LD
President-Elect, Academy of  

Nutrition & Dietetics
Professor, Kansas State University

Co-Director, Center for Food  
Safety Research in Child  

Nutrition Programs

Looking back at the history of this  
profession, what strikes you as a 

singular turning point?
HHFKA was a major defining 
moment for school nutrition. It 
created updated nutrition standards 
for school meals and snacks that 
aligned with the latest nutrition 
science, and since their implemen-
tation, there has been a notable 
decrease in obesity risk for children 
living in poverty. 

HHFKA also elevated the status  
of school nutrition professionals, 
many of whom are registered  
dietitian nutritionists, by requiring 
minimum qualifications and con-
tinuing education. It also provided 
grant money to strengthen farm-to-
school initiatives; improved trans-
parency, oversight and technical 
assistance to schools for wellness 

DID YOU KNOW?
In Spring 1993, the Association held its first Leadership Academy, hosted by Tyson Foods in Russellville, Ark. Chaired by then-President-elect Dorothy Caldwell and State Director Chair Maria Balakshin, it brought together Board and committee  members to focus on the upcoming year’s Plan of Action. This event eventually evolved into the National Leadership Conference, including state affiliate leaders and featuring the Future Leaders Program.

A school principal can 
make or break a school 
breakfast initiative, but 

a positive relationship 
can minimize negative 

consequences and get a 
program into play.

PRINCIPALPRINCIPAL
PersuasionPersuasion

attitude and sometimes outside reinforcements to bring 
them around. School Nutrition talked to school nutrition 
directors, principals and one superintendent at five districts 
throughout the country to discover some key principal  
“ah-ha moments” and learn how everyone worked together 
to get innovative school breakfast programs launched or 
expanded—even, remarkably, at the secondary school level! 
The results were participation gains, happy students and 
impressed administrations. 

THE ONE WITH THE YOUTUBE VIDEO
Before Oklahoma Centennial Public High School closed at 
the end of SY2018-19 and merged with another school in 
the Oklahoma City Public Schools (OKCPS) system, for one 
semester it ran an incredibly successful breakfast in the 
classroom initiative. Through a collaboration with district  
nutrition services, students in a family consumer science 
class and then Assistant Principal Jeanne Ambriz, an  
alternative-breakfast model was able to gain grant funding 
and district support.

WHILE YOU KNOW AND UNDERSTAND THE POSITIVE 
INFLUENCE A SCHOOL BREAKFAST PROGRAM CAN 
HAVE—and can probably recite statistics off the top of your 
head—others can be difficult to convince, especially when it 
comes to launching an alternative breakfast service model 
like breakfast in the classroom or second-chance breakfast.  
A tough party to get onboard is often the school principal. 
With considerable authority over most activities at the  
site—and many outside stakeholders that this administra-
tor must appease (parents, teachers, facilities staff, district 

superintendent and other groups)—a school principal can 
make or break a school breakfast initiative. But once on 
board, they can serve as a valuable asset, resource and cham-
pion. It’s often their positive influence that will help get the  
program off the ground and provide support to keep it  
running smoothly. (And assist in quelling any lingering 
concerns from teachers or school staff.)

In the initial stages, it will take more than anecdotal 
stories of school breakfast benefits to win over a skeptical 
principal. It takes data, persistence, patience, a positive  
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BY BETH ROESSNER

Served: On elementary 
and secondary cycle 
menus, as well as break-
fast-for-lunch menus. We 
travel to all sites through-
out the district and 
cook pancakes for both 
breakfast and lunch off 
of a portable griddle. We 
wanted to have a fresh, 
house-made item that 
was easy to make, tastes 
great and is cost effective.

Response: When we 
cook our pancakes at the 
elementary schools—
fresh on the griddle—the 

20+ “restaurant-worthy” school breakfast items  
on the menu in cafeterias today.

Crave & Rave
BY DAYLE HAYES, MS, RD, with PATRICIA L. FITZGERALD

School Breakfast: So many opportunities, so 
much inspiration. All the savvy school nutrition operators 
we know are looking for ways to increase breakfast participation—
which is still about half of the numbers of lunches served  
nationally. While there are several other barriers to getting  
families, educators and administrators excited about sending  
children to school for breakfast, perception about the quality of 
foods served is certainly one of them. 

There is a heavier emphasis on pre-packaged and highly- 
processed items in many school breakfast programs. Let’s be  
clear here: There is nothing inherently “bad” about today’s 
pre-packaged cold and hot items. Food manufacturers have done 
a great job of helping operators meet the complex demands of 
prepping and serving reimbursable school breakfasts. 

However, no one knows better than school nutrition operators 
the importance of perception about school meals and the benefits 
of offering scratch or speed-scratch menu items in morning  
meals on a regular or even occasional basis. The “halo effect” of 
house-made breakfast items is as strong as the aroma of baking 
cinnamon rolls—and just as appealing to students, families and 

school staff. They all know—and love—restaurant-quality break-
fasts, served at fast food, quick serve and sit-down eateries. 

So with opportunities and challenges firmly in mind, School 
Nutrition set out to inspire you to push past the pre-packaged 
perceptions at breakfast. Our featured districts and breakfast 
items come from folks just like you! The creations highlighted here 
are produced in cafeterias with all the same issues that you have: 
nutrition standards, labor, equipment, time to eat, bus schedules, 
budget, etc. And yet—and yet—these colleagues are producing 
school breakfasts that could easily show up at your corner bakery, 
coffee shop or food truck.

Our wish is that these photos and stories will inspire you to 
take your USDA Foods, local produce and other ingredients, and 
create breakfast magic in your kitchens. Remember to get your 
whole department staff involved—as you will read here, exper-
imentation and innovation in breakfast menus often starts with 
managers, cooks and staff who know what their customers want! 
(And if you want these recipes, visit www.schoolnutrition.org/sn 
magazinebonus, where we will post as many recipes as are made 
available to us!)

smell wafts throughout the whole campus. Students love to see 
the pancakes being cooked and then eat them—and parents are 
impressed also. We have been told our pancakes rival those of any 
local pancake restaurants!

Insider Tips: These whole-grain pancakes are light and fluffy. You 
can liven them up for special occasions like Valentine’s Day by add-
ing fresh strawberries or chocolate chips. Take care not to overmix 
the batter or your pancakes will fail to rise and look flat. Technique 
is important: Don’t pour hot melted butter into the batter; it will set 
the baking soda and powder off before it is cooked. 

Postscript: Pancakes are a great way to introduce scratch cooking 
to your operation. 

Additional Recipe Credit: Chef Bob Mencimer, Culinary Manager and 
Sheri Nielsen, Operations Manager

Dayle Says: Honestly, you had me at pancakes! Then you add straw-
berries or chocolate chips? Wow—it’s no wonder students and parents 
are impressed. And we can’t undervalue the power of smell: Hungry 
students “eat” with their noses and eyes before they put anything into 
their mouths.

Recipe: It’s been passed down 
among the foodservice  
directors and bakers in the 
district since 1964.

Served: On both elementary 
and secondary school menus; 
usually as a traditional  
accompaniment to chili.  
We try to serve it monthly 
during the winter months.

Response: Students and staff 
love this meal. We bake about 2,000 rolls for breakfast and lunch 
and sell about 40 dozen without the chili.

Insider Tip: You will build your arm strength in doing all the rolling! 
It’s a big, messy process that takes us about two days to get them 
all done, but it’s well worth it. They are a big hit. 

Dayle Says: We all know that the aroma of baking rolls and bread are 
reliable draws of customers to the source. As the smell of fresh-rising 
cinnamon rolls wafts down the halls of a Montana school, everyone 
heads to cafeteria. It is like the Cinnabon® of Livingston. 
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CINNAMON ROLLS
Livingston Public Schools, Montana, Michele Carter, 
Food Services Director

APPLE FLATBREAD
Kittery School District, Maine, Susan Whittemore,  
High School Kitchen Manager

PIZZA BAGELS & BAKESHOP
State College Area School District, Pennsylvania, Me-
gan Schaper, Foodservice Director

BUTTERMILK PANCAKES
Santa Clara Unified School District, California,  
Karen Luna, Nutrition Services Director

Served: Featured on secondary school menus and served grab ‘n’ 
go from a bakeshop kiosk. We wanted to elevate the quality of the 
food at a new high school that opened in 2018 and planned the 
bakeshop concept. Once we knew that we’d have the space and 
equipment to up our game, we planned lots of new bakery items to 
offer. Most are from scratch and whole-grain rich. We make bagels 
fresh every morning from dough pucks that have been proofed and 
baked. 

Response: Students love the pizza bagel and all of our fresh baked 
goods. Every day, we sell 30 dozen bagels (20 dozen assorted 
traditional bagels, six dozen pizza versions and four dozen fruit & 
streusel varieties) at the school, which has 2,200 students. 

Insider Tip: Frozen bagel dough can be found through any major 
food distributor. Proof the dough overnight in the refrigerator if you 
don’t have a proofing box that controls humidity. 

Postscript: Conventional wisdom has been that schools can’t afford 
to bake from scratch anymore, but we’ve found that scratch baking 
drives sales and has been very profitable. Providing the same kinds 
of items that students would find in a high-end coffee shop really 
helps to break the stereotype of poor-quality school food.

Additional Recipe Credit: Jim Nolte, Baker

Dayle Says:  Two things that never go out of style: pizza and bagels. 
Combining them just makes sense for breakfast and for lunch. Einstein 
Bros. Bagels celebrated National Pizza Day 2020 with a pizza bagel, so 
you know this is a smart move for school breakfast!
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Served: Only for special occasions 
at the high school. Our kitchen 
managers are continually looking 
for and trying new items to in-
crease breakfast participation. We 
used Rich’s 2 oz. grain flatbread, a 
half-cup of USDA apple slices on 
top of a half-cup of yogurt.

Response: The high school students like that each is an easy  
reimbursable handheld. They have such a short window of time 
to eat! The manager serves them on a paper plate so they can be 
brought along to class.

Insider Tip: Flatbreads are lightly buttered and sprinkled with  
cinnamon and sugar and toasted in the oven until crisp. After  
cooling, spread the yogurt and apple slices (chopped small) with 
more cinnamon sugar to sweeten. The yogurt color can be changed 
with the holiday season, such as green food coloring for St. Patrick’s 
Day.

Dayle Says: Flatbreads are the new bagels, but with even more  
versatility for breakfast (as well as lunch and snacks). And when it 
comes to pairing them with apples or other fruit, the beauty is that you 
can use fresh, canned, frozen and probably even dried fruit variations.

www.schoolnutrition.org  |  SN  |  9

Washington Takes Multiple Actions  
on Meal Service Waivers

Live Like You’re in a Blue ZoneIn a boon for school meal opera-
tions, regulatory waivers that allow 
schools greater flexibility to pro-

vide school meals free of charge to all 
children in the community have found 
support from two branches of the U.S. 
government. 

USDA announced on August 31 
that it would extend all Summer Food 
Service Program (SFSP) and Seamless 
Summer Option (SSO) waivers through 
December 31, dependent on available 
funding. Then, as this issue of School 
Nutrition headed to press, the House 
of Representatives passed a biparti-
san Continuing Resolution (CR) that 
includes language allowing USDA to 
extend waivers through the entire 2020-
21 school year. 

“With these waiver extensions, no 
family will have to worry about their 
child going without a healthy school 
meal, whether they are learning in 
school or at home,” says SNA President 
Reginald Ross. “Schools and families 
will not be unnecessarily burdened with 

paperwork, and nutrition staff can focus 
on safely preparing and serving meals 
through the pandemic. It’s critical that 
the Senate and USDA act quickly to pass 
and implement the waiver extensions 
so school meal programs can effectively 
plan for the entire school year.”
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The CR announcement was preced-
ed a day earlier by the introduction of 
another bipartisan bill, H.R. 8325, the 
Operation Feed Our Kids Act, which 
directs USDA to extend waivers through 
the entire 2020-21 school year and 
through to December 31, 2021. This 
legislation was proposed by Represen-
tatives Rodney Davis (R-Ill.), Jim Costa 
(D-Calif.), Don Bacon (R-Neb.) and 
Abigail Spanberger (D-Va.). The bill’s 

title is a direct reference to the Opera-
tion Feed Our Kids Working Group call 
hosted by SNA in May regarding the 
impacts of COVID-19 on participation, 
revenue, staffing and feasible meal ser-
vice methods. Thanks to the efforts of 
Davis and House Education and Labor 
Committee Chair Bobby Scott (D-Va.), 
much of the language was included in 
the CR agreement, which was headed 
to the Senate. 

Since spring, Association leaders 
and staff have been continually com-
municating with USDA officials, includ-
ing Secretary Sonny Perdue, about the 
need to minimize meal service chal-
lenges during the pandemic. Extending 
the waivers schools used in the spring 
and summer helps remove barriers to 
school meal access without increasing 
the risk of COVID-19 exposure. Districts 
that reopened in August saw dramatic 
declines in school meal participation 
threatening the financial sustainability 
of many individual school nutrition op-
erations and undermining their ability 
to continue to serve meals to hungry 
students.
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IF YOUR GRANDPARENTS LIVED TO BE 100, you might expect to become  
a centenarian yourself. The truth is, though, that research shows genetics  
only account for 20% to 30% of how long you live—the rest comes down to 
environmental influences, diet and lifestyle. 

There are certain locations across the globe colloquially called “Blue 
Zones,” a term coined by author Dan Buettner, who was studying areas of the 
world where people live exceptionally long lives, and do so without as much 
heart disease, diabetes or other ailments. As he and his colleagues did their 
research conducted prior to the coronovirus pandemic, they would circle the 
areas on the map in blue—hence, Blue Zones were born. Buettner noted five of 
them, though there’s probably more: Icaria, Greece; Oligastra, Sardinia, Italy; 
Okinawa, Japan; Nicoya Peninsula, Costa Rica, and Loma Linda, California. 

Even if you don’t live in the one U.S. zone, you can follow principles that may contribute to these longer- 
than-average lives. Quite a few of them have to do with how you eat: 
 »   Blue Zone residents tend to eat plant-heavy diets, indulging particularly in beans. They eat small  

portions of meat rarely—just an average of five times a month—and generally skip dairy overall. 
 »   They eat the smallest meal of the day in the late afternoon or evening, and stop eating when they’re  

80% full to avoid gaining weight. 
 »   They drink alcohol moderately and regularly (around 1 to 2 glasses a day). 

It’s not all about diet, though. The longevity in Blue Zones also is attributed to social relationships and regular 
exercise via walking, the preferred mode of transportation. Read More: ”5 ‘Blue Zones’ Where the World’s Healthiest 
People Live,” National Geographic, www.tinyurl.com/bluezone-SNmag

USDA’s decision to extend waivers 
through December, a reversal of its 
previous position communicated to 
Congress, was announced days after  
a conference call between USDA  
Deputy Undersecretary of Food,  
Nutrition and Consumer Services  
Brandon Lipps and SNA’s Board of 
Directors, in which Association leaders 
shared the devastating financial  
impacts on programs to date and  
concerns about their continued ability 
to serve meals to hungry students. In 
its two-pronged advocacy approach, 
SNA also used its Action Alert system 
to urge members to write to their  
representatives on Capitol Hill about 
the urgent need for funding and  
flexibility. To date, more than 103,000 
letters have been sent by SNA members 
to lawmakers since spring. 

Looking forward, SNA will work to 
ensure the CR language is retained in a 
stand-alone agriculture appropriations 
bill, while continuing to advocate for 
funding support to help mitigate past 
and ongoing financial losses in school 
meal operations due to school closures.

WHEN YOU ADVERTISE IN SCHOOL NUTRITION, YOU WILL REACH:
»   Readers who are decision-makers. According to SNA research, nearly 75% are 

involved in buying, recommending, specifying or approving food products. More 
than 60% do the same for smallwares, while half influence or approve decisions 
for large equipment, cleaning products and other supplies. More than 30% have 
influence on or can decide on computer hardware/software purchases.

»   Decision-makers who act when they see ads in their first-choice magazine. More 
than half report they recommend the purchase of the product or service listed, 
referred ads to someone else or bought an advertised product.

»   Readers who value SN above all over trade publications. Year after year, SN beats 
its closest competitors by an 8 to 1 margin!

»   Readers who look forward to and use School Nutrition. The vast majority find it 
provides solutions and strategies that inform and inspire, along with information 
they can use in their day-to-day work. 
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Reader’s Choice
Through a variety of feedback mecha-
nisms, School Nutrition readers with the 
top purchasing authority and influence 
affirm that this magazine is the source 
they look to for learning more about 
new food products, equipment, tech-
nology, supplies and services. The 
majority agree that:
»   “ads introduce me to new vendors, 

products and services”;
»   “seeing an ad in School Nutrition 

gives me a positive impression of the 
company”; and

»   “all factors being equal, I’m more 
likely to buy/recommend a product or 
service that’s been advertised in 
School Nutrition.”

The Bottom Line
When you advertise in School Nutrition, 
your products and services are being 
considered by readers who represent a 
large, captive market. The National 
School Lunch Program serves 30 million 
children in nearly 98,000 schools and 
child care institutions every day, and 
these readers also provide school 
breakfast, summer meals, afterschool 
snacks and suppers, as well as a la carte, 
vending and catering services. 

While the uncertainties of the 
coronavirus pandemic have presented 
many challenges to communities, most 
district foodservice departments have 
served meals continually since Spring 
2020, pivoting repeatedly in approach 
and schedule to overcome barriers to 
reach children. With regulatory flexibil-
ity to serve all students free meals 
throughout SY2020-21, school nutrition 
professionals are eager to work with 
vendor partners on creative solutions to 
meal planning, preparation and service, 
while keeping team members and 
student customers safe.

Are you ready to gain the upper 
hand in the K-12 foodservice market 
segment? SN and SNA offer you 
unmatched access to the decision- 
makers who need your creative solu-
tions for their unique challenges. Put 
our advantages to work in your efforts 
to gain the competitive edge.

The Best Rewards 
Readers regularly take time to share 

their praise of School Nutrition.  
Here are just a few of the many 
comments that make us smile:

“I enjoy and can’t wait to receive my next 
edition of School Nutrition. It’s the first 

thing I read, even before my regular mail, 
so I can continue to enhance my career.”

“Continue what you are doing! The 
magazine is evolving in a really good way.”

“It’s a great resource for school nutrition 
professionals.”

“When I receive my monthly issue, it makes 
me feel that I am still connected and staying 

up-to-date in the school nutrition world.”

“We love the magazine and are excited that 
our team members find it inspirational. It’s 

my favorite read each month.”

“I enjoy being a member of SNA and School 
Nutrition does a great job. Thank you for 
being a positive influence in my work and 

home life.”

Focus

Food
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Tex Mex Nachos

50 ozs.   
Ground beef, cooked

60 ozs.   
 Refried beans, low-sodium, 

canned

3 Tbsps.   Salt-free Mexican seasoning

9 lbs.   
 Flame-roasted corn-and-black 

bean blend*

50 ozs.   
 Cheddar cheese, reduced-fat, 

shredded

100 ozs.   
Tortilla chips, whole-grain

2 cups  
Guacamole*

1. Mix and heat the ground beef, refried beans and 

Mexican seasoning to 165°F for 15 seconds. CCP: Hold 

at 135°F or higher. 

2. Divide the corn-and-black bean blend into steam-

table pans and heat for about 15 minutes to 140°F for 

15 seconds. CCP: Hold at 135°F or higher. 

3. To assemble, use 2 ozs. of tortilla chips for a base 

and layer a #16 scoop (2.2 ozs.) of meat and bean 

filling, a #10 scoop (3/8 cup) of corn-and-black bean 

blend and #30 scoop (1 oz.) of shredded cheese. 

Garnish with 2 tsps. of guacamole. 

*Notes: Simplot RoastWorks Flame Roasted Corn and Black Bean  

Fiesta Blend and Simplot Harvest Fresh Avocados Western  

Guacamole, Frozen, can be used in this recipe. 

Recipe and Photo: Simplot Foods, www.simplotfoods.com

Nutritional and Meal Pattern Analyses: Rebecca J. Polson, CC, 

SNS, Instagram: @ChefRebeccaK12

USDA FOODS 

Beef, Crumbles with SPP, Cooked, Frozen 

(#100134); Beans, Refried, Low-sodium, 

Canned (#100362); Cheese, Cheddar,  

Yellow, Reduced Fat, Shredded, Chilled 

(#100012)

SERVINGS
50

PER SERVING

595 cal., 21 g pro., 30 g fat, 61 g carb.,  

8.7 g fiber, 723 mg sod. 

MEAL PATTERN

2.25-oz.-eq. meat/meat alternate,  

2.5-oz.-eq. whole grains,  
3/8 cup vegetables

School nutrition operators procure menu items and recipe ingredients  

from a plethora of sources, from local farmers to multinational food  

companies. Arguably the most important of these sources is the U.S. 

Department of Agriculture, which, through its USDA Foods in 

Schools program, provides a bounty of culinary components 

for school food authorities (SFAs) participating in the 

federal school meal programs. These items can be 

taken and used in a raw or minimally processed 

state, in a further processed form directly 

available from USDA or be diverted by 

the SFA to manufacturers that will 

process it into branded items in 

various forms. 

S-t-r-e-t-c-h-i-n-g
Your Budget  

With USDA Foods
BY KELSEY CASSELBURY

Still colloquially known as “commodity foods,” the USDA Foods in 

Schools program serves up a variety of versatile ingredients.

The C
om

petitive Edge

Reserve YOUR ad space in upcoming 
issues by calling a School Nutrition  

Sales Representative today!

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 
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By Beth Roessner

It‘s Your Business

In the Kitchen

Ideas at Work

On the Grow

It‘s Your Business  |  Best practices for effective operations

» A well-written equipment grant can earn your department much-

needed funds for that new piece of equipment you’re eyeballing.FFoodservice Director Carla Tuttle desperately needed 
to replace her eight convection ovens that were beyond repair. The doors wouldn’t stay shut, they couldn’t get up to temperature, food would burn and the serviceman could no longer fi x them. “These 

are essential for us,” explains Tuttle, who says the ovens are part of a central kitchen operation at Milford (Mass.) Public Schools. “To keep the doors 
shut, we had to make these cardboard-wrapped-in-tinfoil wedges.”

At her wits’ end with the ovens, Tuttle applied for an equipment grant through the School Nutrition 
Foundation (SNF), writing a thorough application and submitting a video that expressed her dire needs. This past spring, her department’s dreams became a reality and she was announced the winner 

of the Vulcan/Hobart Equipment Grant. Tuttle hopes 
to have new ovens installed this summer. 

Tuttle’s equipment woes are far from unique in the school foodservice sector. Functional, modern foodservice equipment is vital for a robust school nu-
trition operation, especially one that seeks to reduce 
reliance on highly processed prepackaged foods. But 
the price tags for kitchen and cafeteria equipment can be prohibitive for operations that have thinner-than-thin budgets to replace when necessary, never 

mind to update for improved effi ciency or function-ality. It’s common for many school kitchens to use equipment for decades, with operators squeezing out every bit of mileage they can, relying on repair techs to work veritable miracles. With COVID-19 wreaking unexpected havoc on school foodservice funds, grant opportunities to offset equipment expenses are more important than ever. With SY2020-21 on the horizon, there is a distinct likelihood that many schools will need to 

Grant and You Shall Receive
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Facing

with 
Courage • Commitment • Compassion

Operations,  
Professional  

2
Operations

1

» to your credit

Nutrition

Communications & 
Marketing

By Beth Roessner
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Making the grade in your profession

3
AdministrationManage Staff Work

Code 3210

»  Dodge these common faux pas to  become a more effective leader.

4

Earn 1 CEU 
in the  

designated 
Key area 
and Key 

Topic Code 
noted above

Good managers regularly acknowledge their mistakes and make efforts to correct them. But that’s contingent on being aware of the pitfalls  in the first place! What kinds of mistakes do  managers fall prey to? Inspired by the book 13  Fatal Errors Managers Make and How You Can Avoid Them, by W. Steven Brown, Curtistine  Walker has applied the author’s helpful advice  

to her own supervisory conduct and has  successfully delivered multiple presentations on the concepts, including popular sessions at SNA’s Annual National Conference in St. Louis (2019) and Las Vegas (2018). 
There are a plethora of resources available on how to be an effective manager, but Brown’s book 

has resonated with Walker, director of foodservice 

Managerial Mistakes  to Avoid

We all have a picture of our ideal supervisor:  
Whether it be the rallying cheerleader, the  time-management guru, the effective  communicator, the knowledgeable expert  or the inclusive delegator, there are many  styles of an effective manager. (And, often,  good managers are the embodiment of a  combination of multiple traits!) But even  ideal managers can make mistakes, and  sometimes these errors undercut their  authority, challenge their leadership  positions—or threaten their jobs. 

RALLYING CHEERLEADER  TIME-MANAGEMENT GURUEFFECTIVE COMMUNICATORKNOWLEDGEABLE EXPERT

CONTROLLING 
POOR TRAINER
LOW EXPECTATIONS 
NEGATIVE
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TIPS FOR WRITING WINNING 
EQUIPMENT GRANTS

READY TO BE MORE PLANT-
AND FUTURE-FORWARD?

THOUGHT STARTERS ON 
REOPENING SCHOOLS FOR 
SY2020–21

TIPS FOR WRITING WINNING 
EQUIPMENT GRANTS

READY TO BE MORE PLANT-
AND FUTURE-FORWARD?

THOUGHT STARTERS ON 
REOPENING SCHOOLS FOR 
SY2020–21

Kids 
Today 

Preparing for Their 
Next “Normal”
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Reserve your ad space in upcoming issues by calling your  
SN Sales Representative today!
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If you are interested in contributing to one of the planned topics, please contact SN Editor Patricia Fitzgerald at pfitzgerald@school 
nutrition.org as early as possible. Note: Monthly themes and editorial schedules are subject to change with minimal warning.

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

 

Coping Through  
Stressful Times  
(annual Personal  

Development issue)

Food Focus:  
Salt, Fat, Heat, Acid

<     JANUARY       > <      FEBRUARY        > <        MARCH        >
Doing More for Diversity, 

Equity and Inclusion (Part 1)

Also: Celebrating Black 
History Month

Food Focus:  
African-Inspired Cuisine

Are You Prepared to  
Lead and Succeed?

Food Focus:  
Better-for-You Breakfast  

Baked Goods

*Bonus Circulation: Select issues of School Nutrition are available at in-person 
national SNA meetings and at state affiliate meetings by request. 

SN also includes periodic features on equipment, safety, nutrition, operations, 
training, management and legislation. Each month, online Bonus Web Content 

extras are available and longer-form articles are often added to its digital edition. 

Kitchen Equipment: What 
You Need to Know

Also: 2021-22 National 
School Lunch and School 
Breakfast Weeks Preview

Food Focus: Pork

Recipes for Change:  
K-12 Chefs Share Insights

Food Focus:  
Nut Butters

Cafeteria Classrooms & Lunch 
Teachers: Delivering Nutrition 

Education 

Also: #ANC21 Preview

Food Focus: Corn

Step Up Your Customer  
Service for a New School Year

Also: SNA President Beth Wallace, 
SNS

Food Focus: Watermelon

Doing More for Diversity, Equity 
and Inclusion (Part 2)

Also: Celebrating Hispanic  
Heritage Month

Food Focus: Tortillas

Make Marketing Magic  
with Video

Food Focus:  
Apples

<        NOV/DEC         >
Coaching & Mentoring 

Food Focus:  
Root Vegetables
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Contact your SN advertising representative to learn about advertising enhancements and bonus 
recognition opportunities when reserving space in eSN!

School districts, meal service departments,  

manufacturers, distributors, farmers, individual  

families—the coronavirus pandemic is exacting an  

enormous financial toll across the U.S. economy. SNA 

and its flagship publication are also feeling the pinch. 

But we’re continuing to innovate, turning a challenge 

into an exciting opportunity. 

We know how much school nutrition professionals  

look forward to receiving the reliable and relevant 

content SN delivers every month. For nearly three 

decades, readers have declared it their preferred trade 

publication, far outranking all competitors. eSN, our 

new electronic edition, will allow SNA to uphold that 

commitment to its 50,000+ Association members. 

Building on the School Nutrition brand, eSN is a  

natural next step in the evolution to meet reader  

needs for professional information, instruction and 

inspiration. While reader surveys consistently confirm 

that SN readers prefer print, we also know that many 

place increasing value on having a choice of formats  

for communications.  

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551
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 GO BOLDLYYOUR PATH TO  LEADERSHIP

WHAT WILL YOU CHANGE TO LEAD AND SUCCEED? 

IDENTIFYING 
NEXT STEPS  FOR YOUR  
LEADERSHIP  JOURNEY

WILL THEY  
FOLLOW  
WHERE  
YOU LEAD?

Introducing...

| Your K-12 On-The-Go Solution |  Dependable |  Digital  |  Distinctive |   
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 MAR21  • electronic edition
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 MAR21  • electronic edition

eSN will launch as a pilot  

select months in 2021 in  

place of the printed and  

mailed School Nutrition.  

Each issue will feature  

several popular SN  

features updated with  

fresh design enhance- 

ments, along with  

brand-new content,  

columns and depart- 

ments. Readers can  

count on the branded excellence of School Nutrition  

to extend to this new product: eSN is Dependable.  

Digital. Distinctive.  Print or digital, SN is the K-12  

solution source for school nutrition operations. 

We’re excited to debut eSN in March 2021, with a  

second issue planned for May 2021—and we’re excited 

to have advertising partners like YOU join us.  

In challenging times, you can count on School Nutrition  

magazine to rise and meet every new hurdle! 
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ANC Program Guide What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 

SNA’s Annual National Conference (ANC) is the largest and 
most comprehensive school-specific show in the nation!

ANC Program Guide
SNA’s official conference program is distributed to more than 7,000 attendees.  
This publication is much, much more than a schedule of events to ANC-goers. With 
contact information and product details about exhibitors, along with an index  
of exhibitors organized by product category—and your advertisement—plus 
education session details and speaker contacts, the ANC Program Guide becomes  
a desktop resource that attendees reference all year long! *Must be a current  
ANC exhibitor

Rate: 65% of the cost of the regular open School Nutrition rates at earned 
frequency levels.

  SCHOOL NUTRITION and ANC PROGRAM GUIDE  
  COMBO! Save when you advertise in both of the  
  summer’s hottest publications!

        Rate: June/July insertion cost plus 55% of the cost of the regular rates.  
   For example, a one-page, four-color ad for an 11-time advertiser in both  
  June/July and the ANC Program Guide equals $5,636 (11x, 4c page rate) + 
$3,099.80 (4c page rate less 45%) = $8,735.80 combo rate.
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Rates & Requirements What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k
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School Nutrition Association
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Effective January 2021

Rate Card No. 27a

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 
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Ad Sizes 1X 3X 6X 11X 18X 24X 30X

Full page $7,406 $6,807 $6,219 $5,636 $5,502 $5,183  $5,037

2⁄3 page $6,225 $5,754 $5,281 $4,810 $4,686 $4,453 $4,342

1⁄2 island $5,986 $5,537 $5,083 $4,641 $4,518 $4,297 $4,186

1⁄2 page $5,391 $4,997 $4,605 $4,209 $4,121 $3,934 $3,837

1⁄3 page $4,063 $3,831 $3,574 $3,352 $3,299 $3,166 $3,121

1⁄4 page $3,556 $3,347 $3,143 $2,939 $2,900 $2,783 $2,735

Cover 2, 3 $8,305 $7,616 $6,953 $6,260 $6,080 $5,754 $5,578

Cover 4 $8,601 $7,897 $7,186 $6,475 $6,301 $5,958 $5,759

Full-page spread $14,812 $13,614 $12,438 $11,272 $11,004 $10,366 $10,074

1⁄2-page spread $10,782 $9,993 $9,210 $8,418 $8,242 $7,868 $7,674

 
Bound Inserts

BRC $4,270 $3,846 $3,400 $2,987 $2,873 $2,664 $2,557

1-page, 2-sided $10,952 $9,844 $8,766 $7,666 $7,412 $6,839 $6,577

2-page, 4-sided $19,626   $18,959 $15,711 $13,745 $13,260 $12,278 $11,780

Guaranteed Preferred Positioning anywhere throughout the publication, other than the covers, requires 
an additional 10% charge. “Custom Coolness” print options are available. Be sure to check with your sales 
representative for custom quotes and any applicable discounts.
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Reprint Permission

Operations, 

Professional 

Standards Training 

Topic

3330

S
ESTABLISHING PANDEMIC PROTOCOLS

To refresh your memory, the purpose of the 

Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP) 

approach is to assess risks and control and 

mitigate hazards. The defi nition sounds simplistic, 

but the process can be complex. School nutrition 

professionals know well that it is highly effective, 

especially when approached in a comprehensive 

manner. Let’s review the seven HACCP principles 

and note how they should be applied to COVID-19.

1. Conduct a hazard analysis of your foodservice 

operation. 

This is a good step for your entire department, 

because so much has changed in food deliveries, 

meal prep and meal service since March. Begin 

by identifying potential biological, chemical or 

physical hazards. In addition to “normal” food 

safety risks, you need to factor in the coronavirus. 

Hazards now include the threat of transmission 

via person-to-person contact or droplet spread or 

transmission from contact surfaces. There is also 

the threat of harm from the chemicals used to 

clean and sanitize surfaces such as dining tables, 

chairs, POS stations and worktables.

A hazard analysis is best performed with the 

involvement of a number of stakeholders. Some 

questions to discuss together while performing 

this hazard analysis include: 

➧   What do we know about the different ways that 

the virus might be spread? 

➧   What measures do we need to take to prevent 

spread of the virus? 

➧   Where are the locations one might be most 

www.schoolnutrition.org  |  SN  |  65

www.schoolnutrition.org  | SN | 65
Earn 1 CEU in 

the designated 

Key area and 

Key Topic Code 

noted above

Operations, 

Professional 
2

Operations

Food Safety 

& HACCP

2610

1 » to your credit

Nutrition

Communications & 

Marketing

By Diane Schweitzer, PhD, RN, CFSP, FMP

Making the grade in your profession
3

Administration

»  Have you added new 

food safety processes 

and protocols to your 

HACCP plan?

4

Thinking HACCP 

in a COVID World

School nutrition personnel are currently challenged by unprecedented safe-

ty concerns. In the age of COVID-19, risk management policies, protocols and 

practices are at the forefront of everyone’s minds, as the pandemic has forced us 

to be extra-vigilant about our health and the risks to others. But you shouldn’t be 

starting a safety plan completely from scratch—instead, you can take what you 

know about HACCP principles and apply these to the current situation. While 

HACCP focuses on food safety, its overarching tenets can be applied as part of 

a risk management program designed to prevent the spread of the coronavirus. 

Even though the new school year has started and you likely have already imple-

mented several new processes, this article may help identify gaps in your plan 

and prompt you to take additional actions.

Rates &
 Requirem

ents

NO MAKE-GOODS  
WILL BE GRANTED: 

  If materials do not meet ad  

specifications or are received after 

the artwork due date;

  If a company or agency insertion  

order is not received by the 5th of 

two months prior to insertion;

  If an ad is placed in proximity to  

editorial content referencing a  

competing company; and/or

  For an ad inadvertently left out of  

an issue

For all materials submitted by the pro-

duction deadline, SN will make every 

effort to preflight advertisements to 

identify technical errors and resolve as 

appropriate.
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School Nutrition and the other print and 
digital publications described in this 
media kit are published by the School 
Nutrition Association. 

The publisher reserves the right to 
determine suitability of all ads submit-
ted for print or digital publication or 
distribution and, in its sole judgment 
may reject or revoke, for any reason, any 
advertising, insertion order, space 
reservation or position commitment at 
any time, with or without notice to the 
advertiser or advertising agency and 
regardless of whether such advertising 
was previously acknowledged, accepted 
or published. The publisher is not liable 
for any costs relative to an advertise-
ment that has been rejected.

The words “advertisement” or 
“special advertising section” will be 
placed with ads that, in the publisher’s 
opinion, resemble editorial matter.

Acceptance of an advertisement by 
the publisher shall in no way constitute 
endorsement or recommendation by  
the publisher or the magazine for the 
contents of the advertisement or the 
product advertised. 

Liability—Advertisements are 
accepted upon the representation that 
the advertiser and its agency have the 
right to publish the contents thereof. 
Advertisers and their agencies will 
assume liability for all content—includ-
ing text, representation and illustra-
tions—of printed and digital advertising 
and will assume responsibility for any 
claims against the publisher arising 
therefrom. 

Space use deadline—Advertisers 
must use all space within 12 months 
from first insertion date.

Billing—An agency commission of 
15% is allowed to publisher-recognized 
agencies. The publisher will charge 
past-due accounts a monthly 1.5% 
service charge, amounting to 18% 
annually. The publisher will not pay 
agency commission on past-due 
accounts or on ads created and 
produced by the manufacturer, grower 
or producer. Advertiser and agency both 
are accountable for past-due accounts.

The publisher reserves the right to 
request any financial information 
necessary from agencies or advertisers 
wishing to establish credit for billing 
purposes, to require prepayment for 
publication services or to refuse to 
publish an advertisement by an agency 
or advertiser that is delinquent in its 
account. Agencies or advertisers must 
make space cancellations verbally and in 
writing by the 5th of two months prior 
to the date of the issue. Agencies or 
advertisers not following these cancella-
tion guidelines will be required to pay 
for space contracted.

Placement—Placement is on a 
first-come, first-reserved basis. The 
publisher makes every attempt to 
separate advertisements of competing 
companies by no fewer than four (4)
pages. Separation from editorial content 
referencing competing companies 
cannot be assured. Guaranteed place-
ments require a 10% premium.

Use of SNA logo—The School Nutrition 
Association (SNA) logo may not appear in 
any advertisement in any form, for any 
reason. The SNA Patron logo and the Friends 
of the Foundation logo are made available to 
those advertisers. 

Publisher’s Policy

Because SN is a copyright-protected publication, advertisers and their agencies must obtain permission from the editorial  
office to reprint articles and/or pay to obtain a PDF version. Make requests and/or inquiries about pricing and procedures to 
snmagazine@schoolnutrition.org.

School Breakfast
unlocking learning at all levels
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MAR20The Official Publication of the  
School Nutrition Association

RESTAURANT-WORTHY SCHOOL 
BREAKFASTS ON THE MENU

DO OATS FLOAT  
YOUR BREAKFAST BOAT?

A PLAYFUL RECAP  
OF #SNIC2020

INSPIRES |  INFORMS |  INSTRUCTS |  K-12 FOODSERVICE
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AD MATERIALS PDF 
CHECKLIST 

  Make sure all colors are 

changed to the proper process 

and mode. Colors must be 

“Color Type: Process”—NOT 

spot color. “Color Mode” 

should be CMYK—NOT RGB. 

No Pantone colors will be 

accepted.

  Email subject line should in-

clude Company Name and the 

Issue Month and Year that the 

ad is to run.

  Transparencies must be  

flattened in all native  

programs. Go to the Adobe 

website for instructions  

on how to ensure that  

transparencies are flattened.

   ALL FULL-PAGE PDFs MUST 

have trim and bleed marks. 

Please review PDFs to ensure 

that trim marks and bleed 

marks are checked and that 

a 0.125" (1⁄8") bleed is used. 

Bleed must be 0.125" on top, 

bottom, right and left. PDFs 

MUST be PDF/X-1a:2001  

compliant.

  Avoid text or art that is  

too close to the trim of the 

publication. Our printer 

requests a 1⁄4" inside the 

trim area. Our experience 

has shown that anything 1⁄8" 

inside the trim area is in the 

danger zone and should be 

avoided at all costs. We cannot 

ensure that art or copy within 

this 1⁄8" space will print.

Preprinted Inserts & Outserts  

Things We Love

42  |  SN  |  May 2020

www.schoolnutrition.org  |  SN  |  43

Feeding Bodies  Feeding Souls

As pandemic-prompted lockdowns stretch into a second and third 

month, there are many days when smiles are hard to come by. And then 

SN looks at its social media feed and sees the heartwarming images 

of school cafeteria teams stepping up to the challenges of meal prep 

and distribution, and doing so with flair, fun and fellowship. These are 

just a few of the photos we’ve liked and loved in recent weeks, and 

the images from Alabama, Colorado, Florida, Idaho, Maine, Michigan,  

Missouri, Montana, South Carolina, Texas, Vermont and Wisconsin—and 

all those we didn’t have room to publish—capture school nutrition at its 

very best. Thank you!

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓
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Advertising materials are preferred as digital files received via email or client ftp. 
Publisher accepts no responsibility for errors resulting from materials not supplied to 
the following specifications.
»   Email subject line should include name of advertiser and SN issue that ad is to run. 

For example: John Doe Company, May 2021 issue.
»   PDF—PDF/X-1a:2001 compliant files. Other PDF formats are unacceptable. ALL PDFs 

must be written to include bleed (0.125” or 1⁄8”) and crop marks.
»   CMYK colors ONLY. No Pantone colors or spot colors will be accepted.

TRIM SIZE & BLEEDS
»   Publication/Full Page: Trim size is 8 3⁄8” x 10 7⁄8” (8.375 x 10.875); Bleed size is  

8 5⁄8” x 11 1⁄8” (8.625 x 11.125). Text and art should clear 1⁄4” from trim. Art/text too 
close to the trim could be trimmed off if these guidelines are not followed.

»   Two-page Spread: Trim size is 16 3⁄4" x 10 7⁄8" (16.750 x 10.875); Bleed size is   
17" x 11 1/8" (17 x 11.12")

»   *Half-page Spread: Bleed size is 17 x 5 5⁄8" (17 x 5.625)
»   All specifications apply to the magazine, as well as the ANC Program Guide.
*  No other partial ads may bleed.

Ad Specifications

Insert/outsert content must comply with SN’s publishing 
standards and creative must be sent to SNA for advance 
approval before printed materials are shipped.
»   Insert sheet size is 8 5⁄8” x 11 1⁄8”; live matter should fit 

inside 7 1⁄2” x 10”.
»   Spread insert sheet size is 17 1⁄4” x 11 1⁄8”, including 1⁄4” 

grind off at center for binding.

»   All inserts jog to head, 1⁄8” head trim, 60-80 lb. text- 
weight stock max.

»   Business reply cards must be 4” x 6” or 5” x 7” upon 
removal from the magazine.

»  Perforation should be light and fall 1⁄2” from gutter.
»   For poly-bagged outserts, contact your advertising  

representative for custom pricing and specifications.

Cravin’Asian

76  |  SN  |  June • July 2020

BY KELSEY CASSELBURY

www.schoolnutrition.org  |  SN  |  77

The crave factor of flavors and dishes 

that originate in Asia knows no  

borders. In fact, right behind culinary favorites  

from Italy, Chinese and Japanese foods are among  

the most sought-after globally, according to YouGov’s 

2018 Global Cuisines Survey. Right here in the United 

States, diners of all generations are devotees of Asian 

cuisine, too. Chinese food is the most popular, per  

Technomic’s 2018 Ethnic Food & Beverage Consumer  

Report, but it’s closely followed by Japanese  

fare. Additionally, millennials have driven  

up the demand for less-common  

Asian cuisines, such as Thai  

and Vietnamese.

Discover the reputed origin stories 

behind many dishes that started 

there but have skyrocketed in  

popularity here.

Focus

Food

SERVES  

32 (2 cups noodles/vegetables,  

5 pieces chicken, 1 egg roll)

PER SERVING 

675 cal., 19 g fat, 42 g pro.,  

82 g carb., 9 g fiber, 1,723 mg sod. 

MEAL PATTERN

2-oz.-eq. meat/meat alternate, 1 cup 

vegetable, 2-oz.-eq. whole grains

Chicken Lo Mein

5 lbs.   Frozen yakisoba noodles*, thawed

24 ozs.   Water

18 ozs.   Teriyaki sauce*

18 ozs.   Szechwan sauce*

15 ozs.   Carrots, shredded

37 ozs.   Broccoli florets

12.5 ozs.   Celery, sliced

39 ozs.   Red bell peppers, thinly sliced

11.7 ozs.   Onions, thinly sliced

3 Tbsps.   Garlic, minced

3 Tbsps.   Ginger, minced

160 pieces  Breaded popcorn chicken,  

prepared

32   Chicken egg rolls, prepared*

As needed Pan-release spray

1. Preheat the oven to 350°F. Coat a 4-in. steamtable 

pan with pan-release spray and place the noodles into 

the pan. 

2. Top the noodles with water, teriyaki sauce and 

Szechwan sauce. Cover with foil and bake for 20 

minutes. 

3. Remove the pan from the oven and stir in the  

vegetables, garlic and ginger. Replace the foil and  

continue to bake for 45 minutes, or until the internal  

temperature reaches 165°F. 

4. To serve, top 2 cups of the noodles-and-vegetable 

mixture with five pieces of chicken and plate with one 

egg roll (both prepared separately). 

*Note: Minh Chicken Egg Rolls, Twin Marquis WG Yakisoba Noodles 

and Minh Szechwan and Teriyaki sauces can be used in this recipe. 

Recipe, Photo and Meal Pattern Analysis: Schwan’s Chef Collective, 

www.schwansfoodservice.com

Nutritional Analysis: Rebecca J. Polson, CC, SNS, 

Instagram: @ChefRebeccaK12
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A
d Specifications

A. 
2-PAGE SPREAD B.

FULL PAGE

C.
2⁄3 PAGE

F. 
1⁄2 PAGE  

SPREAD WITH BLEED

D. 
1⁄2 PAGE  
ISLAND

E. 
1⁄2 PAGE  

HORIZONTAL

G. 
1⁄3 PAGE 
SQUARE

I. 
1⁄4 PAGE

VERTICAL

H
. 

1 ⁄3
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A
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L

CLOSING DATES 

ISSUE MONTH SPACE RESERVATION MATERIALS DUE

January November 4 November 23

February December 3 December 18

March  January 4 January 27

April February 3 February 24

May March 2 March 23

June/July April 2 April 22

ANC Program Guide April 15 May 6*

August June 3 June 22

September July 2 July 27

October August 3 August 24

November/December September 3 September 28

*An earlier due date for ad materials on “Tabs” may apply 
**Cancellations must be made by space reservation deadline.

NOTE:
All insertion orders should be  
sent via email to your SN Sales  

Representative (see contact  
information below). 

All ad materials should be  
sent directly via email to  

SNProduction@schoolnutrition.org and 
kweston@rmi.net.
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CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 

AD DIMENSIONS

PAGE UNIT WIDTH DEPTH

A. 2-page spread 16 3⁄4 10 7⁄8  

B. Full page 8 3⁄8 10 7⁄8  

C. 2⁄3 page 4 5⁄8 9 5⁄8  

D. 1⁄2 page island 4 5⁄8 7 3⁄8 

E. 1⁄2 page horizontal 7 4 5⁄8 

F. 1⁄2 page spread (trim) 16 3⁄4   5 3 ⁄8 

G. 1⁄3 page square 4 5⁄8   4 5⁄8 

H. 1⁄3 page vertical 2 1⁄8 9 5⁄8

I. 1⁄4 page vertical 3 3⁄8 4 5⁄8 

Full-page insert 8 5⁄8 11 1⁄8 

Spread insert 17 1⁄4 11 1⁄8

Ad Sizes and Deadlines
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Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

What’s Cooking 

Main Color: 54c, 0m, 100y, 23k

Color1: 9c, 100m, 0y, 53k

Color2: 0c, 90m, 76y, 33k

Tint: 0c, 29m, 65y, 0k

School Nutrition magazine is now offering new and exciting ways for advertisers to showcase 
products to readers through various “Custom Coolness” opportunities. In addition to the options 
featured here, advertisers can suggest other approaches to be considered at a custom-quoted price! 

New SN Advertising Opportunities

Belly Band
Grab reader attention as they 
eagerly open the issue! These 
pieces wrap around each  
magazine, offering incomparable 
visibility. Talk to your sales rep. 
about options available.

It’s like  
unwrapping a 

present!  
Immediately 
capture both 
readers and 
non-readers  

alike with this 
customizable ad 

space.  
(Belly Bands: Not 

available on June/July 
and August issues.)

Gatefold
Attached to the front or back covers, these two-sided fold-outs stimulate reader interaction and 
extend usable space in a premium position.

Gatefold FrontCover 1 Gatefold Back Cover 2

Attached to  
the front or back 
covers, gatefolds 
stimulate reader 
interaction and 
extend usable 

space in a premium 
position. 

 
Contact your  

sales rep for more 
information.

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 

Belly Band

Cover 1 Cover 1 with  
Belly Band
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Unique Inserts & Outserts
Explore options for visually interesting 
and fun, custom pieces, such as:  
»  Die cuts
»  3-D Lenticular printing
»  Mini-brochures/booklets
»  Pop-Ups
»  Clingz
»  Flyers/brochures
»  Product samples
»  Posters
»  Temporary offer cards

Sticky Note
Simulates a “sticky note” by means of a 
repositionable single label-note that’s 
applied to your ad during binding. 
Offers a more personal feel and can be 
made into a removable reminder for 
consumers. Several sizes available.
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Attached to  

the right hand 

page, Sticky Notes 

are a unique way to 

engage your 

readers.  

Discover new ways YOU can advertise by calling a 
School Nutrition Sales Representative TODAY for  
more details and price quotes on these and other 

imaginative, high-impact marketing ideas!

NOTE: Additional printing, shipping and production charges apply. 

**Items mentioned above could possibly run as either an insert or an outsert. Many are interchangeable: For example,  
multimedia carriers can meet USPS requirements for enclosure in a publication or offered as a stand-alone polybagged item.

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 
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“Equipment Basics” Sponsored Content

School Nutrition offers a sponsored 
content opportunity to highlight 
products in the large and small 
equipment categories. The Equip-
ment Basics series showcases one 
piece of equipment in a unique 
design format, using advertising 
space on the outside of both the 
left- and right-hand sides of an 
editorial spread. You supply the 
featured elements and we design 
the piece to provide the uniformity 
of a department-style magazine 
series. See previously published 
examples shown here and contact 
your SN sales representatives for 
rates and additional details.

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 
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ADVERTORIAL

Ultimate Flexibility
The Duke HotColdFreeze™ provides both  

versatility and flexibility for your operation by 
allowing you to operate any well in hot, cold or 

freeze modes. Both hot and cold modes offer dry 
and wet operations for a total of five modes  

available for use in each well. Mix and match 
modes in each well for ultimate menu flexibility.

ARE YOU CASTING A CRITICAL EYE 
ON YOUR SERVING LINE? Many 
people don’t think twice about a serving 
line, as it’s pretty fundamental. But  
serving lines are workhorses of most 
school cafeterias and deserve the 
same thoughtful attention that would  
be applied to the purchase of another 
well-used piece of equipment. 

Whether you’re buying a serving line 
for a brand-new facility, a remodel or 
just to refresh a current cafeteria site, 
make time to fully assess what’s  
currently in use—not only at your  
different school sites, but also what 
neighboring districts swear by (or 
against).  

Just a few considerations to ask 
yourself: Will foods be kept at  
appropriate temperatures for long  
periods of time? Is the control panel  
for temperature settings easy to operate 
and access? Do staff frequently  
experience near-collisions as they  
restock and serve? Does it show  
your menu items off to their best  
advantage? Should it need repair, is it 
easy to service?

Consider the larger goals of what 
you want to improve or enhance: 

• Do you plan to serve frozen treats, 
hot entrées and cold salads all at the 
same time? And when these are served, 
are you worried about ensuring your 
customers can easily access desired 
items? 

• Are you considering major menu 
mix changes? Perhaps you’re adding 
more entrée choices.  

Prioritize your goals and be prepared 
to discuss them with manufacturing 
representatives, so that you get the 
most applicable recommendations for 
the solutions you seek. 

FOOD SAFETY IS PARAMOUNT. 
Today’s students expect picture- 
perfect menu options following the 
latest restaurant trends, but because 
they want a wide array of foods, it often 
means juggling differing food-safety 

  Equipment     Basics to Serve You, 
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Pull-out compressor 
makes it easy to 

maintain and service

Simple, intuitive, 
easy-to-use  

touch-screen 
controls

Flush-mounted wells for easy access and 
food theater without compromising the 

integrity of the food

Each individual well 
operates in five 

modes
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ADVERTORIAL
Choose a  

Duke Serving System  
featuring the new  

Duke HotColdFreeze™
The Duke HotColdFreeze™  

provides flexible versatility for your 

school’s meal program by  

allowing you to operate each  

individual well in a specific  

temperature mode. It is equipped to 

operate in hot dry, hot wet, cold dry, 

cold wet or freeze modes. Both hot 

and cold modes are equipped with  

10 presets that allow you to set your 

frequently used temperatures at the 

tap of a button.

The system features a digital interface 

with touch-screen controls that are 

simple to learn and easy to use.  

Functions can be changed with  

minimal touch points.

The Duke HotColdFreeze™ is the  

first of its kind to offer a truly easy-

to-service design. This includes a 

pull-out compressor, along with easily 

accessible controls and heating  

elements for routine maintenance  

and servicing. The simple bar-style 

heating element and control boards 

are inexpensive and easy to replace. 

The unit is also completely service-

able within the counter; there’s no 

need to remove a counter’s top for 

upkeep, cleaning or repair. The Duke-

HotColdFreeze™ is available in one- 

to four-well configurations and can 

be ordered as part of a new serving 

system or to replace a current  

well configuration in your existing 

serving system.

dukemfg.com

needs. School meals tend to be a mix 
of both hot and cold (and sometimes 
even frozen) elements, so having a single 
serving line that can help you maintain 
food-safe temperatures can be a cost- 
efficient approach to balancing needs 
that may change from day to day. A 
versatile serving line should enable the 
cafeteria team to independently operate 
all three modes—hot, cold and freeze—
at any given time to create the ultimate 
menu flexibility. 

Monitoring all of these foods can  
be labor intensive, especially if you are  
using steamtable pans in hot-water 
wells. It can also be a challenge to  
maintain precise temperatures for  
different foods that need to be kept very 
hot, warm, cool or cold—not only for 
food safety but for customer appeal. 
If you’re working in a small space, can 
you guard against residual heat transfer 
between items? 

One solution to consider is ditching 
hot-water wells for dry-heat technology 
in a serving line built with aluminum— 
for thermal conductivity. Not only will 
you be better able to maintain ideal  
temperatures, this approach helps  
prevent maintenance concerns. The 
same technology ensures that there is 

no heat transfer between wells,  
keeping your hot items hot and your 
frozen items from melting. 

ENSURE YOUR SYSTEM IS UP TO 
THE CHALLENGE. Most schools keep 
their serving system for well over a de-
cade—and even longer. Not only should 
a system be durable, but it should 
also be easy to maintain and manage. 
Proper maintenance is key to keeping a 
serving line up and running for the long 
haul. Look for line components that are 
easily accessible during maintenance—
like a pull-out compressor—and those 
that require low-cost accessories. A 
serving line with a built-in Wi-Fi modem 
helps with future connectivity upgrades. 

And for most school foodservice  
operations, space is at a premium—
employees have to do a lot with little 
space available. A serving system 
that offers three differing temperature 
modules can save and maximize space 
because its drop-ins no longer have a 
single function—they can operate three. 

With menu components held at ideal 
temperatures in a sleek and modern 
serving line, students are more apt to 
select cafeteria favorites, rather than 
bringing meals from home.  
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Steam Kettle?
Are you cooking pasta or soups?  

Seeking speed with your scratch cooking?  
Look no further than a kettle. Unique design  

features make Vulcan steam kettles easy to use 
and maintain—saving time and labor costs.  

Robust, reliable and cost-efficient, these kettles—
available in sizes from 6 to 150 gallons—are a 

smart addition to your school’s kitchen. 

316 Stainless Steel Liner  

ensures equipment is less likely 

to rust when prepping more 

acidic recipes.

Looking for a

Standard Embossed Gallon/

Liter Markings provide ease 

of measurement and cooking 

accuracy.

Tomato soup paired with a grilled 
cheese sandwich or a hearty spaghetti 
sauce poured over whole-wheat 
noodles are two quintessential school 
meals. To help you perfect those 
recipes, however, you need equipment 
up for the task. Ideal for soups, stews 
and sauces, a kettle can deliver better 
results and faster cooking times—two 
qualities school nutrition professionals 
depend on.

PUT ON YOUR JACKET
When doing your initial research on 
specifying the right kettle for your 
foodservice kitchen, you’ll likely see a 
reference to a “steam jacket.” A steam 
jacket is simply the outer metal casing 
that creates a hollow space through 
which steam can circulate—heating the 
inner vessel. There are two varieties 
of steam-jacketed kettles—two-thirds 
jacket and full jacket. You will also find 
two overall types of kettles: those that 
are stationary and those that tilt. 

In general, tilt kettles feature a 
two-thirds jacket and a spout, making 
it easy to pour out the contents of the 
kettle. Fully jacketed kettles tend to be 
both large and stationary and do not 
feature a spout, but have a drainage 
valve at the bottom of the vessel. 

FULL STEAM AHEAD
More efficient than a standard stockpot, 
a steam kettle provides great results 
using a fraction of the energy. Steam 
energy transfers heat via conduction to 
the food product. High-energy steam 
cooks food faster, and steam kettles 
heat food from all sides, rather than 
only the bottom, as with a range-top 
pot. As foods are more evenly cooked, 
there are no hot or cold spots in the 
cooked item, and food is less likely to 
scorch. 

Precision temperature controls on a 
unit enable cooks to seamlessly switch 
from boiling to simmering. When food is 
prepared more efficiently, food waste is 
reduced.  
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True Working Capacity 

 provides more room to  

work within the kettle.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Most stationary floor models  
of large kettles feature  
screw-on removeable legs  
with adjustable flanged feet  
to keep them stable. By  
comparison, tilting kettle  
models can be mounted to  
either the floor or a counter  
and allow cooks to easily  
pour contents. 

You can find kettles  
that can handle large  
batches of food. They  
can range in size from  
5 gallons to 200 gallons!  
(Forty gallons tends to  
be the most common  
size for a commercial  
foodservice kitchen. For  
a small footprint, a 12-gal. tabletop size 
may be optimal.) Always consider the 
expected volume and the type of food  
to be prepared. If your kitchen regularly  
makes chunkier products like stews,  
a tilt kettle may be more efficient, as a  
bottom-mount spout on a stationary 
model could become clogged. 

In addition, consider how frequently 
you plan to use the kettle. If your  
operation whips up sauces and soups 
regularly, a larger, stationary model will 
provide you with the speed, quality and 
volume you need. If you’re preparing 
smaller batches of food less frequently, 
a smaller kettle would suffice. Also keep 
in mind that most kettles are available 
with optional accessories, such as 
mixers, pan carriers and mixing faucets. 
A heat-deflector shield can help reduce 
the risk of burns. You can also spec for 
ergonomic designs and digital displays.

MONITOR AND MAINTAIN
As with all expensive foodservice 
equipment, kettles should be properly 
maintained to ensure a long lifespan—
and the return on investment you need 
to demonstrate. Inspect and test the 
pressure relief valve every six months. 
Review the cover control to ensure 

there’s a watertight seal. Replenish  
internal hemi water as directed by  
the manufacturer. 

Cleaning is another significant par 
of the equation. Use non-caustic  
cleaners in daily washing and sanitizing, 
and steer clear of steel pads and wire 
brushes. If your kettle has a “marine”  
latch, guard against it becoming 
clogged with starch or other sticky 
foods. And don’t spray water on  
electrical or gas components. 

Is it time to replace your equipment? 
Check for visible leaking from the jacket 
area. If the equipment seems to be 
taking longer to cook items, this also 
could be a sign of a leak or of the failure 
of the heating element. Keep an eye out 
for inner liner pitting and stress fissures, 
which can come from overall heavy 
use or acidic foods (like tomato-based 
products). 

For fast-paced school foodservice 
kitchens, the right kettle can do more 
than just create luscious soups, stews 
and sauces: It can help create a more 
efficient operation, leaving you and  
your staff time to focus on your  
student customers and your next  
menu innovation.  
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ADVERTORIALChoose a  
Vulcan Kettle
Designed with state-of-the-

art features that improve use 
and accuracy, Vulcan’s  
kettles are the perfect  
addition to any school  
kitchen. Recognized as  
an industry-leader for  

delivering better results, 
faster cooking times  
and boasting durable  

construction, you can count 
on Vulcan to help you  

consistently craft wholesome 
school lunches every time. 

Beyond kettles, Vulcan’s wide 
range of steam cookers and 

braising pans are built to 
work hard, day after day,  

just like you. Backed by an 
innovative Just4Schools 
program, you can count 

on Vulcan’s quality school 
foodservice equipment to 

meet all your needs to delight 
students. 

Need another reason to 
consider Vulcan for your 

K-12 kitchen? How about an 
extended 2-year warranty?  

In busy school kitchens, 
downtime is not an option. 

Vulcan provides an extended 
2-year warranty for all  
equipment purchased 

through the Just4Schools 
program. The world is  

changing fast—but Vulcan’s 
dedication to helping K-12 
schools remains the same.

Visit vulcanequipment.com 
to learn more.

www.vulcanequipment.com
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Digital Media Opportunities What’s Cooking 
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SCHOOLNUTRITION.ORG 

SNA’s website averages more than 65,000 sessions (visits) and 42,000 users 
(unique visitors) every single month!

The following advertising rates and provisions are for three months:
  $2,250 Net for an ad on the SchoolNutrition.org home page.
  $2,250 Net for an ad on an interior landing page.
  Ads on the home page will rotate with other ads.
  Ad positions will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis.
  Ads on the interior landing pages will run exclusively for three months.
  Each ad will hyperlink to the advertiser’s designated home page or web 
page of choice.

PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
  Home Page Banner size: 350 pixels width x 150 pixels height
  Interior Landing Page Banner size: 285 pixels width x 240 pixels height
  Image format: .JPG or .GIF
  Animation: 8-second limit 
  Maximum file size: 40K 

PRODUCTION SPECIFICATIONS
  350 pixels width x 60 pixels height
  Image format: .JPG or .GIF
  Animation: 8-second limit 
  Maximum file size: 40K 

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 

E-Newsletter  
Advertising
SN Express
SN Express is a weekly e-newsletter 
delivered to SNA members and other 
child nutrition audiences. Rebranded 
and expanded, it features current 
events and news stories, the latest 
announcements from SNA and USDA, 
hot topics, timely resources and more. 
As of August 2019, approximately 
40,000 readers receive SN Express each 
week. Forty-eight issues are available 
each year. Contact your SNA sales 
representative for rates, dates and 
other material specifications.
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CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 

SNA Conference Learning Journals
Get your message out to the most engaged school nutrition professionals—attendees of 
SNA’s three national conferences—by advertising in our highly visible Learning Journals! 
This 5 ½" x 8 ½" publication doubles as a conference program and a notebook, making it 
a valuable and highly rated resource. With space for just three advertisers, this is an un-
paralleled opportunity to raise brand awareness. In addition to three prominent positions 
(Cover 2, Cover 3 and Cover 4), you’ll also get your company logo printed on each of the 
20+ notebook pages.
Learning Journals are produced for:
» School Nutrition Industry Conference: 550+ attendees
» Legislative Action Conference: 800+ attendees
» Annual National Conference:  6,000 attendees
Contact your SNA sales representative for rates and specifications.
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ANC E-Daily
Each day of SNA’s Annual National 
Conference (ANC), all registered 
attendees receive an e-blast accessible 
on mobile devices that features exclu-
sive interviews, schedule highlights and 
updates, reminders, trivia and more. 
ANC 2019 total registration reached 
more than 7,000. This highly visible 
marketing tool is available to two 
exclusive advertisers* each day of the 
conference, with an additional e-blast 
the day after the conference. Contact 
your SNA sales representative for rates 
and specifications. 

*Must be a current ANC exhibitor.

SNA Conference E-Blast Package
There are advertising opportunities available to increase your visibility before SNA’s 
Annual National Conference (ANC) and its School Nutrition Industry Conference 
(SNIC) through the SNA Conference E-Blast Package. Take advantage of multiple 
pre-conference email communications from SNA, sent throughout the weeks 
leading up to ANC (July) and SNIC (January).

There is only one advertiser* per e-blast message, guaranteeing prime real 
estate and exclusivity for your message at one or both of these SNA conferences. 
These conference-themed e-blasts are sent to K-12 foodservice operators and state 
agency representatives and allow you to tailor your message specifically  
to all registered conference attendees. Contact your SNA sales representative for 
rates, specifications and availability of these opportunities: SNIC in January 2020 
and ANC in July 2020.

*SNIC: Only one package of six e-blasts offered;
ANC: Two packages of six e-blasts offered. 
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NATIONAL
EASTERN
NORTH MIDWESTERN
SOUTH MIDWESTERN
WESTERN

NOTE: Alaska and Hawaii not to scale 

School Nutrition Association/School Nutrition
Print & Digital Advertising Sales Territories

CONTACT YOUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES FOR MORE INFORMATION

Barbara Boyce
National  

Sales Manager
303.337.6854

bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales 

Manager
941.400.7419

lisaturner@LMTmedia.
com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern 

Regional Sales Manager
214.352.3031

cspiegel@spiegeland 
neese.com

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional 

Sales Manager
214.505.1680

jneese@spiegeland 
neese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional  

Sales Manager
925.457.7551

gayle@masseylifestyle 
media.com 
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CONTACTS
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Barbara Boyce
National Sales Manager

303.337.6854
bboyce@rmi.net

Lisa M. Turner
Eastern Regional Sales Manager

941.400.7419
lisaturner@LMTmedia.com

Christy Spiegel
N. Midwestern Regional Sales Manager

214.352.3031
cspiegel@spiegelandneese.com 

Jo Neese
S. Midwestern Regional Sales Manager

214.505.1680
jneese@spiegelandneese.com 

Gayle Massey
Western Regional Sales Manager

925.457.7551
gayle@masseylifestylemedia.com 

Place your brands and  
products in front of 50,000+  

highly engaged school nutrition professionals 
each and every month!

Contact your School Nutrition magazine  
Sales Representative TODAY!


